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“Enough is Enough” 

WORSHIP RESOURCES SUNDAY 15 SEPTEMBER: “Finding the Hidden & the Lost” 

 

 

HYMNS FROM TOGETHER IN SONG 
135 All Things Bright and Beautiful 

122  What Shall I Do, My God to Love? 

153  God is Love, Let Heav’n Adore Him 

 

ALTERNATIVE HYMNS FROM AUSTRALIAN HYMN BOOK 

70  All Things Bright and Beautiful 

43  Give to Our God Immortal Praise 

93  God is Love, Let Heav’n Adore Him 

 

READINGS 

Jeremiah 4:11-12, 22-28  

Psalms  14: 1 

Tim  1: 12-17  

Luke  15:1-10 

 

CALL TO WORSHIP: 

(Leader): Lord, God of all creatures great and small, we often do not take the time to marvel at 

the beautiful world in which we live.  

Today we stop and thank you for this wonderful world.  

Today we are aware of just how much we have been given, and take the time to be grateful.  

We give thanks for our homes and families, our friends and church community, our very lives.  

We thank you for the beauty of the land in which we live, and for the peace and freedom we 

enjoy.  

We give thanks for our natural environment and it’s wonder and diversity.  

All: Help us to open our hearts to gratitude.  

In Jesus name we pray. Amen. 

  

PRAYER OF CONFESSION: 

(Leader): Gracious God  

We acknowledge that we have not always acted out of appreciation for this world in which we 
live.  

We have not valued and respected animals.  

In greed and self-indulgence we have destroyed their habitats.  

Lord, challenge our assumptions about what is important in this world.  

Lord, we acknowledge that some have over-bred and overgrazed the land and caused suffering to 

animals. This was in part caused by our society’s demand for cheap food.  

Lord, challenge our habits, our ignorance and our indifference.  

Lord, we acknowledge that human beings have disrupted the balance of life, bringing some species 

to extinction by introducing alien specimens or by destroying animals in fear or ignorance.  

Lord, open our minds to the wisdom of past experience & the warnings of those who 

care.  

Lord, we have been foolish. We have not followed your ways. We have not cared for 

this world as we should. Now, our earth requires us to act with thought for those 

who come after us, that there will be a world that is safe and abundant for them too. 

Help us to learn how to live respectfully in this world.  

Amen 
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REFLECTIONS AND SERMON COMMENTARY: 

Bill Loader 

 

The reduction of landscapes to barren wastes which Jeremiah depicts is something we have 

learned to do for ourselves, not something we need to attribute to demons or deities. From 

burning forests to overgrazing to pollution of land sea with chemical and plastic waste, let alone 

nuclear waste, we do it to ourselves and to future generations. Every garden must have its dying, 

every recovery of minerals must break the surface, every foundation must make holes, but the 

key is how we manage the dying and rising rhythm of life, not wasteful abandonment. 

The Psalmist protests against those who would exploit the poor, “who eat up my people as they 

eat bread”. Our exploitations are much less visible because their effects are far away, in both 

space and time, or when they come to view are put to rest with donations that make us feel 

better. Giving only makes sense if it helps others stand on their own two feet. Our world of 

nations has grasped this, but it is hard to persuade our government to raise its stakes in bringing 

such justice. 

Worshipping a golden calf is not on our agenda. Honouring those who make us rich and help us 

keep our wealth to ourselves certainly is. That god of greed will always wheel itself out in 

election speeches and win appeal. Few will find the Psalmist’s confession relevant nor seek a clean 

heart. 

Choosing alternatives can make us swing between feeling like the shepherd or feeling like the lost 

sheep, between being the woman searching or being the lost coin. For Jesus, both are signs of 

where God is – loving or being loved. The shepherd and the woman could have saved themselves 

the bother. They had more than enough to do. We can go beyond our busy-ness with the 

familiar. Letting oneself be found or discovered or finding oneself makes such freedom possible. 

 

PRAYERS OF THE PEOPLE: 

(Leader): Gracious and ever seeking God,  

We come to you in prayer for all those who are lost today. 

We ask you to help us see them in the dark corners of our lives: 

The ones who are too quiet, never demanding, used to taking the back seat. 

The ones who have given up on us, who have stopped coming around, who retired hurt.  

In all the history of the life of the Church we have known times of great grace and times of great 

conflict, and people have either been helped or hindered.  

As we now see what was previously hidden, work a grace in our hearts to reach 

out afresh to the lost.  

We ask you to help us see the lost areas of our world -  

Rubbish heaps, poisoned waterways, salt damaged earth,  

Drought affected plains, flooded coastal areas, cyclone ravaged towns.  

The animals now facing extinction, the plants struggling to survive against introduced weeds and 

disruptive land use.  

As we now see what was previously hidden, work a grace in our hearts to reach out 

afresh to the lost.  

Lord, you turn upside down our ideas of who and what is important. You found us, 

let us be those who find what you value.  
In the name of Jesus who understood the value of one sheep.  

Amen  

  

  

 


